The present invention provides a drum-type washing machine which features suppression of vibrations and noises during dehydration. To this end, an unbalanced load occurring around a rotation axis of the drum due to uneven distribution of laundry is canceled. More specifically, a plurality of water tanks (20) each having an opening on the inner periphery thereof are provided around the rotation axis on the back side of the drum (3). Where an eccentric load occurring due to the uneven distribution of the laundry is greater than an allowable level, a water supply valve (14) is opened to introduce water into the respective water tanks (20) with the drum (3) kept rotated, and the water is kept retained in the water tanks by a centrifugal force. Thereafter, the rotation speed of the drum (3) is temporarily reduced at a time point according to the position of the eccentric load to cause the water to fall only from water tanks (20) located at the same position as the position of the eccentric load or adjacent the position of the eccentric load for reduction of the weight of the water retained therein. The eccentric load occurring due to the uneven distribution of the laundry is canceled by an eccentric load generated by the water tanks not fully filled with the water and the other water tanks fully filled with the water, whereby the unbalanced load exerted on the entire drum (3) can be eliminated.
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DRUM TYPE WASHING MACHINE AND ITS CONTROL METHOD

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a drum-type washing machine having a drum which is rotated for washing and dehydration.

PRIOR ART

[0002] Conventional drum-type washing machines have a drum rotatable about a generally horizontal rotation axis within an outer tub, and laundry is retained in the drum.

[0003] In such a conventional drum-type washing machine, an eccentric load is liable to occur due to uneven distribution of the laundry retained in the drum during dehydration thereby to cause vibrations and produce noises due to the vibrations. Particularly, greater vibrations occur at the start of the dehydration.

[0004] Conventional measures for suppression of the vibrations occurring due to the uneven distribution of the laundry are to perform a disentangling process for disentangling the laundry in water retained in the drum before the dehydration and to support the outer tub by a damper which is capable of accommodating the eccentric load caused by the unevenly distributed laundry.

[0005] With these conventional measures, the vibrations occurring at the start of the dehydration can be alleviated, but the vibrations occurring during the dehydration cannot sufficiently be suppressed. Therefore, a drum-type washing machine featuring suppressed vibrations is demanded.

[0006] The drum-type washing machine is generally installed on the floor, and the height thereof (the apparent height of a housing thereof) virtually corresponds to the height of the waist of a user. The washing machine has a door provided on a front face of the housing for loading and unloading the laundry with respect to the drum. Therefore, the user has to stoop for the loading and unloading of the laundry. Accordingly, there is an inconvenience when the laundry is loaded in and unloaded from the drum.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0007] In view of the foregoing, it is an object of the present invention to provide a drum-type washing machine which is virtually free from vibrations and noises during dehydration.

[0008] It is another object of the present invention to provide a drum-type washing machine which includes a mechanism for preventing vibrations and noises even if laundry is dehydrated in an unevenly distributed state.

[0009] It is further another object of the present invention to provide an improved drum-type washing machine which ensures that laundry can easily be loaded in and unloaded from a drum.

[0010] It is still another object of the present invention to provide a drum-type washing machine control method which suppresses vibrations and noises caused by an eccentric load occurring due to uneven distribution of laundry in a drum-type washing machine.

[0011] The aforesaid objects of the present invention will be achieved by inventive features as set forth in the appended claims.

[0012] In accordance with an inventive feature as set forth in claim 1, a plurality of liquid chambers are included. The plurality of liquid chambers are provided circumferentially equidistantly around a rotation axis of a drum, and adapted to be rotated in synchronization with the drum and to retain a liquid therein with a centrifugal force. Therefore, the respective liquid chambers are filled with the liquid and, in response to detection of the magnitude and position of an eccentric load occurring due to uneven distribution of laundry in the drum, the liquid is discharged selectively from the liquid chambers to cancel the eccentric load. Thus, the eccentric load occurring due to the uneven distribution of the laundry is canceled by the liquid retained selectively in the liquid chambers even when the drum is rotated at a higher rotation speed for dehydration. Therefore, a drum-type washing machine can be provided which features suppressed vibrations and noises.

[0013] In accordance with a feature as set forth in claim 12, the magnitude of the eccentric load to be canceled can be reduced by performing a G-balancing operation for roughly distributing clustered laundry in the drum. Thus, the drum-type washing machine can perform a dehydrating process while suppressing vibrations and noises.

[0014] In accordance with a feature as set forth in claim 25, the drum is rotated while being tilted at an angle of not greater than 30 degrees with respect to a horizontal line. Thus, the drum-type washing machine ensures that the laundry can easily be loaded in and unloaded from the drum.

[0015] In accordance with a control method as set forth in claim 27, vibrations and noises can be suppressed which may be caused by an eccentric load occurring due to the uneven distribution of the laundry.

[0016] Arrangements for achieving the foregoing and other objects of the present invention will become apparent from the following description of embodiments with reference to the attached drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0017] FIG. 1 is a vertical sectional view of a drum-type washing machine according to a first embodiment of the present invention;

[0018] FIG. 2 is a sectional view taken along a line A-A' in FIG. 1;

[0019] FIG. 3 is a perspective view illustrating the external appearance of a water tank provided in the drum-type washing machine of the first embodiment;

[0020] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating the electrical construction of the drum-type washing machine of the first embodiment;

[0021] FIGS. 5(a), 5(b) are waveform diagrams for explaining detection of an eccentric load;

[0022] FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating a control operation to be performed in a dehydration process in the drum-type washing machine of the first embodiment;
FIGS. 7(a)-(c) are schematic diagrams illustrating the states of water in water tanks during a balancing operation in the drum-type washing machine of the first embodiment;

FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram for explaining how forces act on water retained in a water tank located at the uppermost position;

FIGS. 9(a)-(c) are schematic diagrams for explaining a relationship between the amount of water remaining in water tanks and a duration of water discharge;

FIG. 10 is a vertical sectional view of a drum-type washing machine according to a second embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 11 is a sectional view taken along a line B-B' in FIG. 10;

FIG. 12 is a flow chart illustrating a control operation to be performed in a dehydration process in the drum-type washing machine of the second embodiment;

FIG. 13 is a vertical sectional view illustrating the overall construction of a drum-type washing machine according to a third embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 14 is a block diagram illustrating the electrical construction of the drum-type washing machine of the third embodiment;

FIG. 15 is a waveform diagram illustrating an exemplary fluctuation of an acceleration component occurring due to an eccentric load;

FIGS. 16(a), 16(b) are diagrams for explaining the principle of how a microprocessor determines an eccentric load on the basis of an output of an acceleration sensor;

FIG. 17 is a flow chart illustrating a control operation to be performed by the microprocessor in a dehydration process in the drum-type washing machine of the third embodiment;

FIGS. 18(a), 18(b) are schematic diagrams illustrating the states of water tanks during rotation of a drum;

FIG. 19 is a schematic vertical sectional view illustrating the overall construction of a drum-type washing machine according to a fourth embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 20 is a sectional view taken along a line C-C' in FIG. 19;

FIG. 21 is a perspective view illustrating the outer appearance of a water tank provided in the drum-type washing machine of the fourth embodiment;

FIG. 22 is a flow chart illustrating the outline of a control operation to be performed by a microprocessor in a dehydration process in the drum-type washing machine of the fourth embodiment;

FIG. 23 is a flow chart illustrating in detail the control operation to be performed by the microprocessor in the dehydration process in the drum-type washing machine of the fourth embodiment;

FIGS. 24(a)-(c) are schematic diagrams illustrating the states of water tanks during rotation of a drum in the drum-type washing machine of the fourth embodiment;

FIG. 25 is a vertical sectional view illustrating a modification of the drum-type washing machine of the fourth embodiment; and

FIG. 26 is a vertical sectional view illustrating another modification of the drum-type washing machine of the fourth embodiment.

EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

[First Embodiment]

A drum-type washing machine according to a first embodiment of the present invention will hereinafter be described with reference to FIGS. 1 to 9.

FIG. 1 is a vertical sectional view illustrating the overall construction of the drum-type washing machine. A cylindrical outer tub 2 is provided in a housing 1, and a cylindrical drum 3 for retaining laundry is supported by a rotation shaft 7 within the outer tub 2. A door 6 through which laundry is loaded in the drum is openably provided on a front opening of the drum 3. Ball seats 5 for stirring up the laundry are provided at proper positions on an inner circumference surface of the drum 3. A multiplicity of water communication perforations 4 are formed in a circumferential wall of the drum 3. In a washing process and a rinsing process, water supplied into the outer tub 2 flows into the drum 3 through the water communication perforations 4. In a centrifugal dehydration process, water extracted from the laundry in the drum 3 is scattered away toward the outer tub 2 through the water communication perforations 4.

The rotation shaft 7 is rotatably supported by a bearing 8 fixed to the outer tub 2, and a main pulley 9 is attached to a rear end of the rotation shaft 7. A motor 10 is disposed on the bottom, and a motor pulley 11 is attached to a rotation shaft of the motor 10. A torque of the motor pulley 11 is transmitted to the main pulley 9 via a V-belt 12. A water supply pipe (not shown) extending to an external water supply is connected to a water supply connector 13 provided in a rear wall of the housing 1. Water supplied through the water supply pipe flows through a water supply valve 14 and is discharged into the outer tub 2 from a water supply port 15 provided in a rear wall of the outer tub 2. Water retained in the outer tub 2 is drained to the outside through a water drain port 17 which is opened and closed by a water drain valve 16.

A rotation sensor 18 includes a light emitter and a light receiver provided on a rear surface of the outer tub 2 and on the inner side of the rear wall of the housing 1, respectively, with the main pulley 9 interposed therebetween. An opening is formed in a peripheral portion of a ring member of the main pulley 9 disposed between the light emitter and the light receiver, and light emitted from the light emitter passes through the opening to reach the light receiver once in each turn of the drum 3. On the basis of this light reception signal, the light receiver generates a rotation pulse signal in synchronization with each turn of the drum 3. The rotation sensor 18 is not limited to the aforesaid construction, but may be adapted to detect the rotational position of the drum 3 by means of a magnetic sensor.

FIG. 2 is a sectional view taken along a line A-A' in FIG. 1. Eight water tanks 20 (liquid chambers for compensation for an eccentric load) are radially provided in an about 45-degree spaced relation on the back side of the
drum 3 around the rotation shaft 7. FIG. 3 is a perspective view illustrating the external appearance of the water tank 20. The water tanks 20 are of a rectangular box shape, and have the same volume. The water tanks 20 each have an opening 21 (liquid discharge port) occupying about 1/2 of one face thereof and a closed portion 22 occupying the remaining 1/2 of the face. As shown in FIG. 2, the closed portions 22 of the water tanks 20 are each located on the forward side with respect to a rotation direction in which the drum is rotated in the dehydration process. The water tanks 20 are attached to the drum 3 with the openings 21 thereof facing toward the rotation shaft 7. Thus, the openings 21 serving as the water discharge ports are located radially inwardly of the drum 3.

[0049] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating the electrical construction of the drum-type washing machine. A microprocessor 30 which performs a comprehensive control operation includes a CPU 34, an A/D converter 35, a RAM 36, a ROM 37 and the like. Operation programs for performing respective processes for washing are preliminarily stored in the ROM 37. The microprocessor 30 is connected to an operation section 40, a display section 41, a valve driving section 42, an inverter controlling section 43, a motor current detecting section 44 and the like. The operation section 40 includes an operation panel provided on a front face of the housing 1, and is operated by a user to apply an input signal to the microprocessor 30 according to the operation. The display section 41 includes a display panel provided on the front face of the housing 1, and is adapted to display information for the operation and information related to the processes.

[0050] The microprocessor 30 includes a rotation speed controlling section 31 and an eccentric load measuring section 32 as functional sections. The rotation speed controlling section 31 outputs a rotation speed command signal to the inverter controlling section 43. The inverter controlling section 43 converts the command signal into a PWM signal, and applies a driving voltage to the motor 10 in accordance with the PWM signal. Thus, the motor 10 is rotated at a desired rotation speed, which is reduced at a predetermined reduction ratio, and the drum 3 is rotated at the reduced rotation speed. The motor current detecting section 44 detects a torque current component of a driving electric current applied to the motor 10 from the inverter controlling section 43.

[0051] When the laundry is unevenly distributed on the inner circumferential surface of the drum 3, a load torque is fluctuated in each turn of the drum 3 and, therefore, the torque current component is fluctuated according to an eccentric load generated due to the uneven distribution of the laundry. FIGS. 5(a), 5(b) are exemplary waveform diagrams respectively illustrating the rotation pulse signal provided by the rotation sensor 18 and the fluctuation of the torque current component caused due to the eccentric load. A maximum peak V_{max} of the torque current component appears when the load torque is maximized in each turn of the drum 3. The load torque is maximized when the laundry causing the eccentric load is lifted against the gravity within the drum 3. Therefore, the maximum peak V_{max} generally appears when the eccentric load is present within a angular range from a position about 90 degrees before the uppermost position to the uppermost position in the drum 3. The position of the eccentric load on the inner circumferential surface of the drum 3 can be expressed by a phase angle at which the maximum peak V_{max} (or minimum peak V_{min}) appears in a range of 0 to 360 degrees with respect to a reference zero point at which the rotation pulse signal rises.

[0052] On the other hand, the amplitude of the fluctuation of the torque current component, i.e., a difference between the maximum peak value and the minimum peak value (V_{max}-V_{min}), reflects the magnitude of the eccentric load ( eccentricity). Therefore, a relationship between the eccentricity and the fluctuation amplitude of the torque current component is preliminarily determined, and a reference value to be employed for judgment of the eccentricity to be described later is preliminarily defined so that the judgment on the eccentricity can be based on the judgment on the fluctuation amplitude. More specifically, the eccentric load measuring section 32 detects the maximum peak V_{max} and the minimum peak V_{min} in each turn of the drum 3 upon reception of a waveform as shown in FIG. 5(b) from the motor current detecting section 44 to determine the fluctuation amplitude on the basis of the difference between these peak values, and compares the fluctuation amplitude with the judgment reference value to judge whether the eccentricity is not greater than an allowable level.

[0053] A feature of the drum-type washing machine according to this embodiment is an operation to be performed in a dehydration process after a washing process or a rinsing process, more specifically, a method for correction of unbalance occurring due to the uneven distribution of the laundry at the start of the dehydration process. The operation to be performed in the dehydration process will next be described in detail. FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating a control operation to be performed in the dehydration process.

[0054] When the dehydration process is started, the rotation speed controlling section 31 controls the rotation of the motor 10 via the inverter controlling section 43 to rotate the drum 3 at a rotation speed of about 40 rpm (Step S1). At the start of the dehydration process, there is a possibility that the water supplied into the outer tub 2 in the preceding washing or rinsing process remains in the water tanks 20. At the aforesaid rotation speed, a centrifugal force acting on the water in the water tanks 20 is smaller than the gravity. Accordingly, the water retained in the water tanks 20 flows out of the openings 21 by the gravity when the water tanks 20 are located at upper rotational positions. Therefore, the respective water tanks 20 are emptied by temporarily rotating the drum 3 at the aforesaid rotation speed.

[0055] Subsequently, the rotation speed controlling section 31 controls the rotation of the motor 10 to rotate the drum 3 at a rotation speed of about 300 rpm to about 400 rpm (Step S2). At this rotation speed, the water can moderately be extracted from the laundry by a centrifugal force in the drum 3, and vibrations of the drum 3 and the outer tub 2 can be suppressed to an allowable level even if the eccentric load occurring due to the uneven distribution of the laundry is relatively great. Thus, the laundry is preliminarily dehydrated. By thus preliminarily dehydrating the laundry to some extent, the increase in the eccentric load and the positional change of the eccentric load occurring due to vibrations in dehydration rate can be suppressed when high speed centrifugal dehydration is later performed.

[0056] Next, the rotation speed controlling section 31 reduces the rotation speed of the drum 3 to about 90 rpm,
and keeps this rotation speed (Step S3). At this rotation speed, the centrifugal force acting on the laundry is still greater than the gravity, so that the laundry adheres onto the inner circumferential surface of the drum 3 and rotates together with the drum 3. In this state, the eccentric load measuring section 32 detects a currently occurring eccentric load, i.e., the eccentricity and the position of the eccentric load on the inner circumferential surface of the drum 3, on the basis of the torque current component detected by the motor current detecting section 44 as described above (Step S4). Then, it is judged whether the detected eccentricity is not greater than an allowable level (Step S5). The allowable level is preliminarily set depending on a vibration level (amplitude) allowable during the high speed rotation in the dehydration process to be described later.

[0057] If the eccentricity is not greater than the allowable level in Step S5, there is no need to perform a balancing operation. Therefore, the rotation speed controlling section 31 increases the rotation speed of the drum 3 to about 700 rpm, and keeps this rotation speed for the dehydration (Step S11).

[0058] If the eccentricity is greater than the allowable level in Step S5, the following balancing operation is performed. First, the rotation speed controlling section 31 increases the rotation speed of the drum 3 to about 120 rpm, and opens the water supply valve 14 via the valve driving section 42 (Step S6). Then, the water introduced through the water supply pipe is discharged from the water supply port 15. Since the water tanks 20 are rotated together with the drum 3 in front of the water supply port 15, the water discharged from the water supply port 15 flows into the water tanks 20 through the openings 21 of the water tanks 20 when the water tanks each passes through a lower rotational position. Since a centrifugal force acting on the water in the water tanks 20 is greater than the gravity, the water is outwardly biased and retained within the water tanks 20 without spilling from the openings 21.

[0059] By keeping this state for a predetermined period, the water tanks 20 are each filled up with the water. Since the water tanks 20 are arranged radially around the rotation shaft 7, the water tanks 20 filled up with the water produce no eccentric load. On the other hand, the eccentric load occurring due to the uneven distribution of the laundry is not changed because the laundry is pressed against the inner circumferential surface of the drum 3 by the centrifugal force. Therefore, the eccentric load exerted on the drum 3 is not changed as compared with that before the water filling.

[0060] Thereafter, the rotation of the drum 3 is controlled on the basis of the position of the previously detected eccentric load so that the water is discharged from water tanks 20 located at the same rotational position as the position of the eccentric load or at the closest rotational position to the position of the eccentric load. That is, when the rotation speed of the drum 3 is temporarily reduced from the level at which the centrifugal force acting on the water in the water tanks 20 is greater than the gravity to the level at which the centrifugal force is smaller than the gravity, the water falls out of water tanks 20 located at upper rotational positions, so that the amount of the water therein is reduced.

[0061] FIGS. 7(a)-(c) are schematic diagrams illustrating the states of the water in the water tanks 20 during the rotation. When the drum 3 is rotated at 90 rpm, the state of the water is as shown in FIG. 7(a). At this rotation speed, the centrifugal force acting on the water retained in the respective water tanks 20 is sufficiently great, so that the water is discharged from none of the water tanks 20.

[0062] When the rotation speed is temporarily reduced in this state as described above, an inertial force acts on the water retained in the water tanks 20. Since the gravity also acts on the water in the rotating water tanks 20, the water falls out of water tanks 20b, 20c moving up to an upper rotational position and a water tank 20a located at the uppermost position as shown in FIG. 7(b). On the other hand, the water is kept retained in water tanks (such as denoted by 20e) moving down to a lower rotational position without falling therefrom.

[0063] When the rotation speed is abruptly reduced, the water falling out of the water tanks 20 rotating upward is scattered down. Therefore, there is a low possibility that the falling water enters water tanks passing therebelow and, even if the falling water enters the water tanks, the amount thereof is negligible.

[0064] In this balancing operation, it is necessary to cause only the water to fall from the water tanks and prevent the laundry from moving within the drum 3. In the washing machine according to this embodiment, the water tanks 20 are provided closer to the center apart from the inner circumferential surface of the drum 3, so that a greater centrifugal force acts on the laundry adhering onto the inner circumferential surface of the drum 3 than on the water in the water tanks 20 when the drum 3 is rotated at a certain rotation speed. In general, the water contained in the wet laundry increases the adherence of the laundry to the inner circumferential surface of the drum 3, so that the laundry is less liable to fall than expected from a theoretical relationship between the centrifugal force and the gravity. Therefore, the rotation speed is properly set at a level at which the centrifugal force is virtually balanced with the gravity, whereby only the water is caused to fall but the laundry is prevented from falling.

[0065] More specifically, the rotation speed controlling section 31 rotates the drum 3 at a rotation speed, e.g., about 90 rpm, at which the laundry is lightly pressed against the inner circumferential surface of the drum 3 by the centrifugal force (Step S71). Then, the fluctuation of the torque current component as shown in FIG. 5(b) is monitored and, when the maximum peak Vmax appears, the position of the eccentric load is detected. At a proper time point when the eccentric load moves upward (e.g., in an angular range from a position 90 degrees before the uppermost position to the uppermost position) after the eccentric load passes through the lowermost position of the drum 3, the rotation speed is abruptly reduced to about 56 rpm and immediately restored to the previous level (Step S73). Thus, the water falls out of the water tanks located at the same position as the position of the eccentric load or adjacent the position of the eccentric load as shown in FIGS. 7(b) and 7(c), so that the weight of the water is correspondingly reduced. If the weight reduction matches with the eccentric load occurring due to the uneven distribution of the laundry, the eccentric load exerted on the entire drum 3 is reduced.

[0066] In this embodiment, the discharge of the water from the water tanks 20 by the short-period speed reduction is repeated during plural turns of the drum. In general, it is
difficult to discharge a required amount of water from the water tanks 20 located adjacent the position of the eccentric load by the short-period speed reduction caused only once in one turn of the drum 3. Therefore, the rotation speed of the drum 3 is reduced when the eccentric load generated by the laundry is present within the angular range from the position 90 degrees before the uppermost position to the uppermost position in each of the plural turns of the drum 3 (Step S73).

[0067] At this time, a duration of the water discharge effected by the reduction of the rotation speed of the drum 3 (water discharge period) is variably set for each turn of the drum (Step S72). More specifically, when the first water discharge is effected during the rotation of the drum 3 at 90 rpm, a water discharge period is set at T1 (e.g., 0.2 sec) (Step S72), and the rotation speed of the drum 3 is reduced for the water discharge period T1 (Step S73). Then, a water discharge period for the second turn of the drum 3 after the first water discharge is at set T2 (e.g., 0.3 sec) (Step S72). The water discharge period T2 is set longer than the first water discharge period T1. Further, a water discharge period for the third water discharge is at set T3 (e.g., 0.4 sec) which is longer than the second water discharge period T2 (Step S72). Plural turns are given to the drum 3 in the aforesaid manner until the required amount of water is discharged (Step S74). Thus, the water is intermittently discharged from the water tanks 20 during the plural turns of the drum. At this time, the water discharge periods for the respective turns of the drum are set so that the water discharge period for the subsequent turn is longer than the water discharge period for the precedent turn.

[0068] The amount of the water required to be discharged from the water tanks 20 located adjacent the position of the eccentric load is determined on the basis of the magnitude of the eccentric load. Since the water discharge amount can be adjusted by the number of times of the speed reduction of the drum 3, the judgment in Step S74 may be achieved by judging whether the speed reduction of the drum 3 is effected a number of times which depends on the magnitude of the eccentric load.

[0069] After the balancing operation described above, the eccentric load is detected again in the same manner as in Steps S4, S5, and it is judged whether the eccentricity is not greater than the allowable level (Steps S8, S9). If the eccentricity is not greater than the allowable level after the balancing operation, the rotation speed controlling section 31 increases the rotation speed of the drum 3 to about 700 rpm, and keeps this rotation speed for the dehydration (Step S11).

[0070] If the eccentricity is greater than the allowable level in Step S9, the eccentric load is not yet canceled by the balancing operation, so that the rotation speed of the drum 3 is increased to a level (about 500 rpm) which does not result in abnormally great vibrations even in the presence of the eccentric load for the dehydration. After a lapse of a predetermined dehydration period in Step S10 or S11, the rotation of the drum 3 is stopped to end the dehydration process.

[0071] FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram for explaining how forces act on the water retained in the water tank 20 located at the upper most position. Where the drum 3 which has a radius r is rotated at an angular velocity ω, the following dynamic equation (1) for water W having a mass m is established.

\[ ma - mg - m \omega^2 = 0 \]

(1)

\[ \text{wherein } g \text{ is the acceleration of the gravity.} \]

[0072] Therefore, a falling acceleration a acting on the water retained in the water tank 20 is represented by the following equation (2):

\[ a = g - \omega^2 \]

(2)

[0074] which is integrated with time t, and the vertically falling velocity v of the water retained in the water tank 20 is represented by the following equation (3):

\[ v = \sqrt{2g(r - r_0)} \]

(3)

[0075] which is further integrated with time t, the vertical position y of the water in the water tank 20 with respect to the uppermost position defined as an origin is represented by the following equation (4):

\[ y = \frac{1}{2} \omega^2 (t - r_0)^2 \]

(4)

[0076] The equation (4) indicates that the displacement of the water in the water tank 20 increases with time t.

[0077] Where the water tank 20 is filled up to the opening 21 with the water W, the water discharge from the water tank 20 is achieved by slight displacement of the water W within the water tank 20. Where a small amount of the water remains in the water tank 20, on the contrary, the water W needs to be displaced to a relatively great extent in the water tank 20 until a water surface located radially closer to the circumference of the drum 3 reaches the opening 21.

[0078] In this embodiment, as shown in FIGS. 9(a)-(c), the water discharge period T1 is set relatively short for the first water discharge when the amount of the water remaining in the water tank 20 is relatively great (see FIG. 9(a)). After the amount of the remaining water is reduced by the first water discharge, the water discharge period T2 for the second water discharge is set longer than the water discharge period T1 by starting the reduction of the rotation speed earlier (see FIG. 9(b)). The amount of the water remaining in the water tank 20 is further reduced by the first water discharge and the second water discharge, and therefore, the water discharge period T3 for the third water discharge is set further longer by starting the reduction of the rotation speed further earlier (see FIG. 9(c)).

[0079] Thus, the water discharge periods are properly set depending on the amount of the water remaining in the water tanks 20, so that the required amount of the water can assuredly be discharged from the water tanks 20 located at the position of the eccentric load. Therefore, the eccentric load occurring due to the uneven distribution of the laundry can assuredly be compensated for, so that vibrations and noises of the drum 3 can be suppressed when the drum 3 is rotated at a higher rotation speed for the dehydration.

[0080] [Second Embodiment]

[0081] A drum-type washing machine according to a second embodiment of the present invention will next be described with reference to FIGS. 10 to 12.

[0082] FIG. 10 is a vertical sectional view illustrating the overall construction of the drum-type washing machine according to the second embodiment. Components having the same construction as those of the washing machine of the first embodiment are denoted by the same reference numerals, and no explanation will be given thereto. In the washing
machine, a balancer 23 which is a hollow annular component containing a predetermined amount of water (or any other liquid, such as a saline solution or a potassium chloride solution, preferably having a higher density) is provided on the back side of the drum 3. FIG. 11 is a sectional view taken along a line B-B' in FIG. 10. In the balancer 23, L-shaped partition walls 24 are provided at predetermined angular intervals as radially projecting from the circumference of the balancer. The partition walls 24 prevent free movement of the water contained in the balancer. That is, when the drum 3 is rotated at a sufficiently high rotation speed, water in chambers 25 (liquid chambers) defined between respective adjacent pairs of partition walls 24 is biased toward the circumference, and is prevented from moving to the other chambers 25.

[0085] Openings 25a (liquid discharge ports) located radially inwardly of the drum 3 are defined between the respective L-shaped partition walls 24. When the rotation speed of the drum 3 is reduced, the water W flows out of or into the chambers 25 through the openings 25a so as to move between the chambers 25.

[0086] Radially straight partition walls may be provided instead of the L-shaped partition walls.

[0087] In the washing machine of the second embodiment, the total amount of the water retained in the balancer 23 is not changed, but the amounts of water retained in the respective chambers 25 within the balancer 23 are changed for the balancing operation. The washing machine has the same electrical construction as in the first embodiment, but only a control program is slightly different as will be described later.

[0088] FIG. 12 is a flowchart illustrating a control operation to be performed in the dehydration process. With reference to this flowchart, an explanation will be given to a difference from the control operation in the first embodiment.

[0089] When the dehydration process is started, the rotation speed controlling section 31 controls the rotation of the motor 10 via the inverter controlling section 43 to rotate the drum 3 at a rotation speed of about 60 rpm (Step S21). At this rotation speed, a centrifugal force acting on the water in the balancer 23 is virtually balanced with the gravity. When the drum 3 is rotated at this rotation speed, portions of the water present on the outer peripheral side in the respective chambers 25 are kept retained in the chambers 25 within the balancer 23 by the centrifugal force, and portions of the water present on the inner peripheral side in the respective chambers 25 falls by the gravity to move to the other chambers 25. Therefore, when the drum 3 is temporarily rotated at the aforesaid rotation speed, the amounts of the water present in the respective chambers 25 are equalized.

With the water amounts being thus equalized, no eccentric load occurs in the balancer 23, so that only an eccentric load generated by the uneven distribution of the laundry is exerted on the drum 3.

[0090] In this embodiment, the water discharge from the chambers 25 is effected by intermittently reducing the rotation speed of the drum 3 during plural turns of the drum 3 as in the first embodiment. In this case, a duration of the reduction of the rotation speed of the drum 3 for the first water discharge from the chambers 25, i.e., a water discharge period T1, is set relatively short (Step S262). Then, a water discharge period T2 for the second water discharge following the first water discharge is set longer than the first water discharge period T1 (Step S262). Similarly, a water discharge period for the subsequent turn of the drum 3 is set longer than the water discharge period for the precedent turn of the drum 3 so that the water can assuredly be discharged from the chambers 25 located at the position of the eccentric load.

[0091] As in the first embodiment, the speed reduction of the drum 3 is repeated a number of times which depends on the amount of water required to be discharged (Step S264).

[0092] [Third Embodiment]

[0093] A drum-type washing machine according to a third embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to FIGS. 13 to 18.

[0094] FIG. 13 is a vertical sectional view illustrating the overall construction of the drum-type washing machine according to the third embodiment. Components having the same construction as those of the washing machines of the first and second embodiments are denoted by the same reference characters, and no explanation will be given thereto.

[0095] This washing machine obviates the rotation sensor 18 provided in the washing machines of the first and second embodiments. Instead, an acceleration sensor 29 is provided on the front upper portion of the outer tub 2. The acceleration sensor 29 mainly serves to detect a vertical acceleration of the outer tub 2. The magnitude and position of an eccentric load exerted on the drum 3 are determined on the basis of the result of the detection by the acceleration sensor 29.

[0096] FIG. 14 is a block diagram illustrating the electrical construction of the drum-type washing machine. The
electrical construction is substantially the same as that of the drum-type washing machine according to the first embodiment, but the following points are different. That is, the rotation sensor 18 and the motor current detecting section 44 provided in the first embodiment are obviated and, instead, the acceleration sensor 29 is provided. The acceleration sensor 29 is connected to the microprocessor 30 independently from an output of the inverter controlling section 43.

[0097] When the eccentric load is exerted on the drum 3, an acceleration component detected by the acceleration sensor 29 is fluctuated according to the eccentric load in each turn of the drum 3. Therefore, the magnitude of the eccentric load and the position (angular position) of the eccentric load can be detected on the basis of an output of the acceleration sensor 29.

[0098] FIG. 15 is a waveform diagram illustrating an exemplary fluctuation of the acceleration component occurring due to the eccentric load. The minimum peak \( A_{\min} \) of the acceleration component appears when the eccentric load exerted on the drum 3 is present at the uppermost position. The position of the eccentric load can be detected by utilizing this characteristic.

[0099] On the other hand, the amplitude of the fluctuation of the acceleration component, i.e., a difference between the maximum peak and the minimum peak \( (A_{\max} - A_{\min}) \), reflects the magnitude of the eccentric load.

[0100] FIGS. 16(a), 16(b) are diagrams for explaining the principle of how the microprocessor 30 determines the eccentric load on the basis of the output of the acceleration sensor 29.

[0101] When the eccentric load is present at the uppermost position of the drum 3 in each turn of the drum 3, the acceleration is minimized. Therefore, a time point at which the eccentric load is present at the uppermost position can be determined by detecting a time point at which the acceleration is minimized. Output values from the acceleration sensor 29 are sampled at a predetermined time interval, and stored in the RAM 36 in the microprocessor 30. The sampling interval is herein 10 ms. The RAM 36 has five storage areas, i.e., first to fifth storage areas, for storing therein sampled acceleration values. FIG. 16(a) shows storage states observed at respective time points, and the first storage area is shown on the rightmost side.

[0102] When the latest sampled value is to be stored, a value previously stored in an n-th storage area \((1 \leq n \leq 4)\) is shifted to an \((n+1)\)-th storage area, and the latest sampled value is stored in the first storage area. A value previously stored in the fifth storage area is discarded. That is, values sampled in the first to fifth sampling operations are successively filled in the first to fifth storage areas and, thereafter, five values sampled in the latest and four preceding sampling operations are constantly stored in the RAM 36 (See FIG. 16(a)).

[0103] Whenever a sampled value is newly stored, the microprocessor 30 compares the values stored in the first to fifth storage areas with each other. When a value stored in the third storage area, i.e., a value sampled in the \((n-2)\)-th sampling operation, is the smallest among these values, this value is judged to correspond to the minimum acceleration peak (see FIG. 16(b)). The angular position of the eccentric load can thus be detected, because the minimum acceleration peak corresponds to the maximum peak of the eccentric load at the angular position.

[0104] Although the minimum peak is determined by utilizing five sampled values in this embodiment, the RAM 36 may be adapted to store three sampled values in three storage areas thereof and the minimum peak of the acceleration may be determined by detecting a time point at which a value stored in a second storage area is minimized. However, five or more sampled values are preferably employed for the determination of the minimum peak, as in this embodiment, for prevention of erroneous determination due to noises.

[0105] On the other hand, the amplitude of the fluctuation of the acceleration, i.e., a difference between the maximum peak value and the minimum peak value, reflects the magnitude of the eccentric load. By preliminarily determining a relationship between the magnitude of the eccentric load and the fluctuation amplitude of the acceleration, therefore, the magnitude of the eccentric load can be determined on the basis of the fluctuation amplitude of the acceleration.

[0106] For the determination of the eccentric load, measurement values of the acceleration are employed in this embodiment, but measurement values of the torque current of the motor 12 or measurement values of a floor load may be employed. The aforesaid method is also applicable to this case.

[0107] In any case, the eccentric load exerted on the drum 3 can be detected on the basis of independent data, i.e., the acceleration of a support member of the drum 3 such as the outer tub 2. That is, there is no need to detect the angular position of the eccentric load with respect to a reference angular position of the drum 3, thereby leading to simplification of the construction of the machine and cost reduction of the machine.

[0108] FIG. 17 is a flow chart illustrating a control operation to be performed by the microprocessor 30 in the dehydration process. FIGS. 18(a), 18(b) are schematic diagrams illustrating the states of the drum 3 during the rotation of the drum.

[0109] When the dehydration process is started, the drain valve 16 is opened, and the rotation speed of the drum 3 is gradually increased up to about 100 rpm (Step S31). This rotation speed is slightly greater than a rotation speed at which the centrifugal force acting on the laundry is balanced with the gravity. Therefore, the eccentric load can thereafter be detected at a relatively low rotation speed which is less liable to cause vibrations (Step S32). By gradually increasing the rotation speed, the laundry which may be clustered on one side in the drum 3 after the rinsing process can be dispersed and pressed against the inner circumferential surface of the drum 3. When the rotation speed reaches 100 rpm, the laundry adheres onto the inner circumferential surface in a somewhat dispersed state.

[0110] In this state, the magnitude and position of the eccentric load exerted on the drum 3 are detected on the basis of the acceleration component detected by the acceleration sensor 29 (Step S32). Then, the detected magnitude of the eccentric load is compared with a G-balance allowable level as a second reference value to judge whether the
If the magnitude of the eccentric load exerted on the drum 3 is not greater than the G-balance allowable level (Step S33).

If the magnitude of the eccentric load exerted on the drum 3 is not greater than the G-balance allowable level, there is no need to perform a G-balancing operation. Therefore, the rotation speed of the drum which has been rotated at about 100 rpm is increased to about 300 rpm (Step S37, see FIG. 18(b)). At this rotation speed, the water contained in the laundry within the drum 3 is moderately extracted to be scattered away by the centrifugal force, and yet the vibrations of the drum 3 and the outer tub 2 are suppressed to an allowable level even with the eccentric load occurring due to the uneven distribution of the laundry. That is, the laundry is preliminarily dehydrated. By dehydrating the laundry to some extent in this preliminary dehydration, an increase in the eccentric load can be suppressed which may otherwise occur due to a difference in the dehydration rate of the laundry when the drum 3 is rotated at a higher rotation speed for the dehydration. In addition, the laundry firmly adheres onto the inner circumferential surface of the drum 3, so that the laundry is prevented from being displaced by the gravity when a counter-balancing operation is thereafter performed.

On the other hand, if the magnitude of the eccentric load exerted on the drum 3 is greater than the G-balance allowable level, the following G-balancing operation is performed. More specifically, the rotation speed of the drum 3 which has been rotated at about 100 rpm is reduced to about 35 rpm for a short period at a time point which depends on the position of the eccentric load (Step S34, see FIG. 18(a)). That is, the rotation speed of the drum 3 is temporarily reduced from the level at which the centrifugal force acting on the drum in the drum 3 is greater than the gravity to the level at which the centrifugal force is smaller than the gravity.

The time point at which the rotation speed of the drum 3 is to be reduced is determined by monitoring the fluctuation of the acceleration component as shown in FIG. 15, and detecting the position of the eccentric load on the basis of the occurrence of the minimum peak $A_{min}$. The rotation speed is reduced at a proper time point in a period during which the eccentric load is moved upward after having passed through the lowermost position of the drum 3 (for example, in an angular range from a rotational position 90 degrees before the uppermost position to the uppermost position). Thus, a part of the laundry located adjacent the position of the eccentric load falls. The centrifugal force acting on the laundry in the drum 3 is proportional to a distance from a rotation center (rotation shaft 7). Therefore, a smaller centrifugal force acts on a part of the laundry located closer to the rotation center. If the rotation speed of the drum 3 is reduced from the level at which the centrifugal force acting on the entire laundry is greater than the gravity, the part of the clustered laundry located closer to the rotation center first falls by the gravity. By properly setting the rotation speed after the speed reduction and the speed reduction period, it becomes possible to cause the part of the laundry located closer to the rotation center to fall off from the other part of the laundry adhering onto the inner circumferential surface of the drum 3 thereby to be distributed in the drum.

Thereafter, the magnitude and position of an eccentric load exerted on the drum 3 at this time are detected on the basis of an acceleration component detected again by the acceleration sensor 29 (Step S35). Then, it is judged whether the magnitude of the detected eccentric load is not greater than the G-balance allowable level (Step S36).

If the magnitude of the eccentric load exerted on the drum 3 is not greater than the G-balance allowable level, the aforesaid preliminary dehydration is carried out (Step S37).

On the other hand, if the magnitude of the eccentric load exerted on the drum 3 is greater than the G-balance allowable level, the process returns to Step S34 to perform the G-balancing operation again. A process sequence of Steps S34 to S36 is repeated until the magnitude of the eccentric load exerted on the drum 3 is reduced to not greater than the G-balance allowable level.

When the preliminary dehydration is completed after the magnitude of the eccentric load exerted on the drum 3 is reduced to not greater than the G-balance allowable level, the magnitude and position of an eccentric load exerted on the drum 3 at this time are detected on the basis of an acceleration component detected by the acceleration sensor 29 (Step S38). Then, it is judged whether the magnitude of the detected eccentric load is not greater than a counter-balance allowable level as a reference value (Step S39). The counter-balance allowable level is set smaller than the G-balance allowable level (second reference value).

If the magnitude of the eccentric load exerted on the drum 3 is not greater than the counter-balance allowable level, there is no need to perform the counter-balancing operation to counter-balance the eccentric load on the drum 3. Therefore, the rotation speed of the drum 3 which has been rotated at about 300 rpm is increased to a higher rotation speed (about 700 rpm), which is kept for the dehydration (Step S45).

On the other hand, if the magnitude of the eccentric load exerted on the drum 3 is greater than the counter-balance allowable level, the counter-balancing operation is performed.

The counter-balancing operation to be performed in Steps S40 to S42 is substantially the same process as in Steps S71 to S74 in FIG. 6 in accordance with the first embodiment.

After the counter-balancing operation, the magnitude and position of an eccentric load exerted on the entire drum 3 at this time is detected on the basis of an acceleration component detected again by the acceleration sensor 29 (Step S42). Then, it is judged whether the magnitude of the detected eccentric load is not greater than the counter-balance allowable level (Step S43).

If the magnitude of the eccentric load exerted on the entire drum 3 is not greater than the counter-balance allowable level, the rotation speed of the drum 3 which has been rotated at about 100 rpm is increased to a higher rotation speed (about 700 rpm), which is kept for the dehydration (Step S45).

On the other hand, if the magnitude of the eccentric load exerted on the entire drum 3 is greater than the counter-balance allowable level, the eccentric load on the drum 3 is not yet canceled by the counter-balancing operation. Therefore, the rotation speed is increased to an inter-
mediate rotation speed (about 500 rpm) at which vibrations are suppressed even with the eccentric load exerted on the drum 3, and this rotation speed is kept for the dehydration (Step S44). Alternatively, a process sequence of Steps S41 to S43 may be repeated until the magnitude of the eccentric load exerted on the entire drum 3 is reduced to not greater than the counter-balance allowable level.

[0125] In Step S44 or S45, the dehydration process ends after a lapse of a predetermined dehydration period.

[0126] In this embodiment, the eccentric load generated by the laundry can be canceled by the eccentric load generated by the water retained in the water tanks 20 and, therefore, virtually no eccentric load is exerted on the entire drum 3. Thus, vibrations and noises due to the vibrations can virtually be prevented even if the dehydration process is performed with the uneven distribution of the laundry. Particularly, the counter-balancing operation is performed after the eccentric load is roughly distributed by the G-balancing operation, so that a wider range of eccentric loads can be canceled.

[0127] [Fourth Embodiment]

[0128] A drum-type washing machine according to a fourth embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to FIGS. 19 to 24.

[0129] FIG. 19 is a schematic vertical sectional view illustrating the overall construction of the drum-type washing machine according to the fourth embodiment. Components having the same construction as or equivalent to those of the washing machine of the first embodiment are denoted by the same reference characters.

[0130] In the drum-type washing machine, a rotation shaft 7 is connected to the back of a drum 3, and the rotation shaft 7 projects rearwardly of the outer tub 2. The rotation shaft 7 is attached to the outer tub 2 via a bearing 8. A rear end of the rotation shaft 7 is coupled to a DD (direct drive) motor 10. Therefore, the drum 3 is rotated about the rotation shaft 7 by the DD motor 10 in washing and rinsing processes.

[0131] One feature of this embodiment is that the rotation shaft 7 is inclined. More specifically, the rotation shaft 7 is inclined at an angle of not greater than 30 degrees with respect to a horizontal line, preferably at 10 to 20 degrees, more preferably at about 15 degrees with respect to the horizontal line. As a result, the drum 3 supported by the rotation shaft 7 is rotated in a state tilted at an angle of not greater than 30 degrees with respect to the horizontal line. In this case, the drum 3 is tilted so that an opening 47 provided on the front side of the drum 3 is directed diagonally upward. This arrangement provides an effect that the laundry can easily be loaded in and unloaded from the tilted drum 3 through the opening 47 directed diagonally upward.

[0132] A reason why the drum 3 is tilted at an angle of not greater than 30 degrees is to prevent the laundry retained in the drum 3 from leaning forward or rearward along the rotation axis, i.e., from clustering on the front side or the rear side in the drum 3.

[0133] According to an experiment conducted by the inventors of the present invention, the laundry is liable to cluster on the rear side (on the right side in FIG. 19) in the drum 3 when the drum 3 is tilted at an excessively great tilt angle in FIG. 19. As a result, the laundry cannot sufficiently be agitated when the drum 3 is rotated in the washing process, so that a washing performance may be deteriorated. Where the drum 3 is tilted at a tilt angle of not greater than 30 degrees, on the other hand, the washing performance is not deteriorated without the leaning of the laundry along the rotation axis.

[0134] In this embodiment, therefore, the drum 3 is tilted at about 15 degrees so that the laundry can easily be loaded in and unloaded from the drum 3 and yet the deterioration of the washing performance is prevented.

[0135] Baffles (not shown) project from appropriate positions on the inner circumferential surface of the drum 3 for moving up the laundry. A multiplicity of water communication perforations (not shown) are formed in the circumference of the drum 3. During the washing and rinsing processes, water retained in the outer tub 2 flows into the drum 3 through the water communication perforations. During a dehydration process, water extracted from the laundry in the drum 3 is scattered away toward the outer tub 2 through the water communication perforations.

[0136] The back of the drum 3 is closed by a rear wall 48, and water tanks 20 are provided on the rear side of the rear wall 48. That is, the water tanks 20 are provided between the rear wall 48 of the drum 3 and the outer tub 2, and rotatable together with the rear wall 48 of the drum 3. The construction of the water tanks 20 will more specifically be described with reference to FIGS. 20 and 21. The water tanks 20 may be provided within the drum 3 (on the front side of the rear wall 48) rather than outside the drum 3 (on the rear side of the rear wall 48).

[0137] The drum-type washing machine includes a water supply mechanism and a water drain mechanism. The water supply mechanism features in that a water supply port 15 is provided in the outer tub 2 and opposed to each of the water tanks 20 being rotated to the lowermost position. Particularly, the water supply port 15 is provided under the rotation shaft 7. Therefore, water supplied from the water supply port 15 does not contact the rotation shaft 7, so that the water can properly be supplied into the water tanks 20. The water supplied from the water supply port 15 flows out of the water tanks 20, and is retained in the outer tub 2 so as to be used for washing and rinsing the laundry.

[0138] A water drain port is provided at the lowermost position of the outer tub 2 (at a lower middle position adjacent to the rear edge of the outer tub 2 in FIG. 19), and one end of a water drain pipe 46 is connected to the water drain port. In a water drain process, the water in the outer tub 2 is drained to the outside through the water drain pipe 46.

[0139] A water drain pump may be provided in the midst of the water drain pipe 46 for forcibly draining the water.

[0140] A pair of dampers 49 and a pair of coil springs 50 for supporting the outer tub 2 are provided in a housing 1. The pair of dampers 49 support lower rear portions of the outer tub 2, and connect the outer tub 2 to an inner bottom surface of the housing 1. The dampers 49 support the outer tub 2 so that vibrations of the outer tub 2, if occurring, can be absorbed.

[0141] The pair of coil springs 50 support upper front portions of the outer tub 2, and connect the outer tub 2 to the
ceiling of the housing 1. The outer tub 2 is supported by the dampers 49 and the coil springs 50 so that the outer tub 2 can sway within the housing 1.

An acceleration sensor 29 is provided, for example, on an upper front portion of the outer tub 2. The acceleration sensor 29 detects accelerations acting vertically and laterally (perpendicular to a paper face) on the outer tub 2. The magnitude and position of an eccentric load exerted on the entire drum 3 due to uneven distribution of the laundry retained in the drum 3 can be determined on the basis of the result of the detection by the acceleration sensor 29.

FIG. 20 is a sectional view taken along a line C-C' in FIG. 19, FIG. 21 is a perspective view illustrating the outer appearance of one of the water tanks.

An annular container 54 is provided on the rear side of the rear wall 48 of the drum 3. The container 54 includes the plurality of water tanks 20, 20. . . , which are arranged circumferentially equidistantly about the rotation shaft 7.

Referring to FIGS. 20 and 21, the annular container 54 is constituted by a pair of annular plates 38, 39 spaced a predetermined distance parallel to each other, and a peripheral plate 33 closing the periphery of a space between the pair of annular plates 38, 39. In the annular container 54, partition plates 55 are equidistantly provided to radially partition the container into the plurality of water tanks 20. In this embodiment, the annular container 54 is partitioned into 16 water tanks 20 by 16 partition plates 55.

The water tanks 20 each have an opening 26 which opens toward the rotation center. A separation plate 27 is provided on the opening 26 of each of the water tanks 20 to cover about ½ to about ¾ of the opening. The separation plate 27 covers a forward portion of the opening 26 with respect to the direction of rotation of the water tanks 20 which rotate together with the drum 3. The presence of the separation plates 27 prevents water from spilling out of undesired ones of the water tanks 20.

Further, the separation plates 27 are each inclined downward toward an edge 28 thereof which faces the opening 26 to guide water into the water tank through the opening 26.

The water tanks 20 are each dimensioned such that the radius of arcuate edges of the opening 26 is 125 mm, the radius of an arcuate outer periphery thereof is 275 mm, and the thickness thereof (distance between the annular plates 38 and 39) is 25 mm.

The plurality of water tanks 20 are constituted by the pair of annular plates 38, 39, the peripheral plate 33 and the partition plates 55 as described above, but may be constituted, for example, by four parts in consideration of easy mounting thereof on the drum 3. More specifically, it is preferred that the annular container 54 is equally divided into four 90-degree parts each including four water tanks, and the four parts are combined to constitute the 16 water tanks.

The construction of the water tanks is not limited to those described above in this embodiment, but the water tanks may be independently constructed.

Further, the number of the water tanks is not limited to 16, but may be any other number.

Where the drum is tilted at an excessively great angle with respect to the horizontal axis, the volume of the water to be retained in the water tanks is reduced, so that a counter-balancing effect to be described later is reduced. From this viewpoint, the tilt angle of the drum with respect to the horizontal line is preferably not greater than 30 degrees.

The electrical construction of the drum-type washing machine of the fourth embodiment is substantially the same as in the third embodiment with a slight difference in the control program.

FIG. 22 is a flow chart illustrating the outline of a control operation to be performed in the dehydration process in the drum-type washing machine.

First, the drum 3 is rotated at 100 rpm, and an eccentricity (the magnitude and angular position of an eccentric load) is detected (Step P1). If the detected eccentricity is within an allowable range, the drum 3 is rotated at 300 rpm for preliminary dehydration (Step P2). Then, an eccentricity of the drum 3 rotated at 300 rpm is detected (Step P3). In turn, a counter-balancing operation is performed to cancel the eccentricity detected in Step P3 (Step P4).

With reference to FIGS. 24(a)-(c), an explanation will be given to the counter-balancing operation. In the counter-balancing operation, the plurality of water tanks 20 are first each filled with water. When the drum 3 is rotated at a rotation speed not lower than a predetermined level, e.g., not lower than 100 rpm in this embodiment, the water can be retained in the respective water tanks 20 by a centrifugal force generated by the rotation. Therefore, the water tanks 20 are each filled with the water while the drum 3 is rotated at 100 rpm. (see FIG. 24(a)).

Subsequently, the water is caused to spill selectively from the water tanks 20 so as to cancel the eccentric load occurring due to the uneven distribution of the laundry retained in the drum 3. When the rotation speed of the drum 3 is reduced to lower than the predetermined level, the water falls out of the water tanks 20. In this embodiment, therefore, the rotation speed of the drum 3 is reduced to 45 rpm for a short period at a predetermined time point. The time point for the speed reduction is determined so that the water falls out of water tanks 20 located at the position of the eccentric load (FIG. 24(b)).

This operation is performed once to several times, whereby a counter-balanced state can be established in which the eccentric load generated by the laundry is canceled by a load of the water retained in the water tanks 20.

Referring back to FIG. 22, after the counter-balancing operation is performed in Step P4, the drum 3 is rotated, for example, at 500 rpm for intermediate speed dehydration (Step P5). In this intermediate speed dehydration, an eccentricity is detected again (Step P6).

The counter-balancing operation performed in Step P4 aims at canceling the eccentric load occurring when the drum 3 is rotated at 300 rpm. When the rotation speed of the drum 3 is increased from 300 rpm to 500 rpm, the water is further extracted from the laundry, so that the eccentricity is changed. This is why the eccentricity occurring during the
intermediate speed dehydration (when the drum 3 is rotated at 500 rpm) is detected in Step P6.

[0161] Then, the counter-balancing operation is performed in Step P7 to cancel the eccentricity. The rotation speed of the drum 3 which is now free from the eccentricity is further increased, and the drum is rotated at 700 rpm (Step P8). Then, an eccentricity is detected again (Step P9), because the water is further extracted from the laundry to change the eccentricity.

[0162] Subsequently, the counter-balancing operation is performed to cancel the eccentricity (Step P10). Therefore, the drum 3 is rotated at 1000 rpm for high speed dehydration (Step P11).

[0163] If the eccentricity detected in Step P3, P6 or P9 is at a level that possibly causes no trouble during the rotation of the drum for the subsequent dehydration, the corresponding counter-balancing operation in Step P4, P7 or P10 is skipped, and the drum 3 is rotated at a rotation speed for the subsequent dehydration.

[0164] FIG. 23 is a flow chart illustrating in detail the dehydration control operation described with reference to FIG. 22. The control operation will more specifically be described with reference to FIG. 23.

[0165] Prior to the dehydration process, the water drain valve 18 is opened by the valve driving section 42 in response to a command from the microprocessor 30. Thus, the water retained in the outer tub 2 and water to be discharged into the inner tub 2 in the following dehydration process are drained from the water drain port 17 through the water drain pipe 46.

[0166] When the dehydration process is started, the microprocessor 30 controls the DD motor 10 via the inverter controlling section 43 to rotate the drum 3 at 50 rpm, at 70 rpm and at 100 rpm each for 5 seconds (Step T1). At a rotation speed of 100 rpm, the centrifugal force acting on the laundry in the drum 3 is greater than the gravity, so that the laundry adheres onto the inner circumferential surface of the drum 3 and rotates together with the drum 3. In this state, it is judged on the basis of an output of the acceleration sensor 29 whether a vertical acceleration is smaller than 0.05G and a lateral acceleration is smaller than 0.3G (Step T2). If the vertical acceleration and the lateral acceleration do not satisfy these conditions, an error sign is displayed (Step T21), and the dehydration process is interrupted. In such a case, the subsequent operations are not performed, because the vertical acceleration or the lateral acceleration is greater than a preset level.

[0167] If the vertical acceleration and the lateral acceleration satisfy these conditions, flags each indicative of a history of the rotation speed of the drum 3 are initialized. That is, “O” is put in a 300-flag indicative of a history of the rotation of the drum 3 at 300 rpm, in a 500-flag indicative of a history of the rotation of the drum 3 at 500 rpm, and in a 700-flag indicative of a history of the rotation of the drum 3 at 700 rpm (Step T3).

[0168] After a counter is reset to “0” (Step T4), the microprocessor 30 increases the rotation speed of the drum 3 to 300 rpm, at which the drum is rotated for 20 seconds (Step T5), and selects a threshold for 300 rpm (Step T6). This threshold is a vertical acceleration level, e.g., 0.025G, allowable when the drum 3 is rotated at 300 rpm.

[0169] Then, “1” is put in the 300-flag, and a water supply flag is reset to “0” (Step T7).

[0170] Subsequently, an eccentric load is detected, and it is judged whether a vertical acceleration detected by the acceleration sensor 29 is greater than the threshold (0.025G) (Step T8). If the vertical acceleration is greater than the allowable level, the counter is incremented by one (Step T9). Then, the microprocessor 30 judges whether a water supply flag is “0” (Step T10). If the water supply flag is set at “0” which indicates that the water is not supplied, the microprocessor rotates the drum 3 at 100 rpm and, in this state, issues a command to open the water supply valve 14 (Step T14). Then, water is supplied from the water supply port 15. Since the openings 26 of the plurality of water tanks 20 rotating together with the drum 3 pass below the water supply port 15, the respective water tanks 20 are filled with the water. The water retained in the water tanks 20 is prevented from spilling by the centrifugal force.

[0171] On the other hand, the laundry is pressed against the inner circumferential surface of the drum 3 by the centrifugal force, so that the eccentric load occurring due to the uneven distribution of the laundry is kept unchanged. Therefore, the eccentric load exerted on the drum 3 is not changed as compared with that before the water tanks 20 are filled with the water.

[0172] Then, the microprocessor 30 sets the water supply flag at “1” (Step T15), and the process goes to Step T11.

[0173] If the water supply flag is not set at “0” in Step T10, the water supply is already completed, so that the process goes to Step T11.

[0174] In Step 11, it is judged whether the value of the drum is smaller than “5”. If the counter value is smaller than “5”, the water is caused to spill selectively from the water tanks 20 on the basis of the position of the eccentric load detected in Step T8 to cancel the eccentric load (Step T12). For example, the rotation of the drum 3 is controlled so as to spill the water from water tanks located at the same rotational angular position as the position of the eccentric load or at the closest rotational angular position to the position of the eccentric load. That is, the rotation speed of the drum 3 is reduced for a short period from the level (e.g., 100 rpm) at which the centrifugal force acting on the water in the water tanks 20 is greater than the gravity to the level (e.g., 45 rpm) at which the centrifugal force is smaller than the gravity. At this time, the water is spilt from the water tanks 20 located at upper rotational positions of the drum 3, so that the amounts of the water retained therein are reduced.

[0175] In this embodiment, the drum is tilted with respect to the horizontal line and, hence, the plurality of water tanks 20 are also tilted. Therefore, the falling water hardly flows into water tanks 20 passing therebelow.

[0176] Subsequently, a threshold for 100 rpm is selected (Step T13). This threshold is a vertical acceleration level, e.g., 0.10G, allowable when the drum 3 is rotated at 100 rpm. Then, the process returns to Step T8 to detect an eccentric load, and it is judged whether a vertical acceleration detected by the acceleration sensor 29 is greater than the
threshold (0.010G). If this judgment is positive, a process sequence of Steps T9, T10, T11 and T12 is repeated until the counter reaches “5”.

[0177] When the counter reaches “5” in Step T11, an error sign is displayed (Step T21), and the dehydration process is interrupted. That is, where the eccentric load is not reduced to not greater than the allowable level even after the counter-balancing operation is continuously performed five times, it is judged that an unexpected accident has occurred, and the subsequent operations are not performed.

[0178] If it is judged in Step T8 that the vertical acceleration is smaller than the threshold, the counter is reset to “0” (Step T16), and it is judged whether a condition of 300-flag=1, 500-flag=0 and 700-flag=0 is satisfied (Step T17). If this condition is satisfied, the microprocessor 30 rotates the drum 3 at a rotation speed of 500 rpm for 20 seconds (Step T22). Then, a threshold for 500 rpm is selected (Step T23), and “1” is put in the 500-flag (Step T24). Thereafter, the process returns to Step T8, and a vertical acceleration is detected. Then, the vertical acceleration is compared with the threshold selected in Step T23.

[0179] If the condition in Step T17 is not satisfied, it is judged whether a condition of 300-flag=1, 500-flag=1 and 700-flag=0 is satisfied (Step T18). If this condition is satisfied, the microprocessor 30 rotates the drum 3 at 700 rpm for 20 seconds (Step T25). Then, a threshold for 700 rpm is selected (Step T26), and “1” is put in the 700-flag (Step T27). Thereafter, the process returns to Step T8, and a detected vertical acceleration is compared with the threshold selected in Step T26.

[0180] The thresholds to be employed in Steps T23 and T26 are, for example, 0.5G and 0.8G, respectively.

[0181] By thus setting the thresholds for 300 rpm, 500 rpm and 700 rpm at the levels suitable for the respective rotation speeds, the counter-balancing operation can be performed so that vibrations caused due to the high speed rotation of the drum 3 can be reduced to not greater than the threshold level. Thus, the vibrations and noises caused due to the high speed rotation of the drum 3 can be suppressed.

[0182] If the condition in Step T18 is not satisfied, it is judged for confirmation whether a condition of 300-flag=1, 500-flag=1 and 700-flag=1 is satisfied (Step T19). If at least one of these flags is set at “0”, an error sign is displayed (Step T21), and then the dehydration process is interrupted. If the condition in Step T19 is satisfied, the microprocessor 30 rotates the drum 3 at 1000 rpm for 20 seconds, and ends the dehydration process.

[0183] The drum-type washing machine according to the fourth embodiment may be modified as follows.

[0184] In FIG. 19, the housing 1 is supported by a plurality of legs 51, and a weight sensor (not shown) is provided on at least one of the legs 51. A weight acting on the leg 51 is detected by the weight sensor. The detected weight is sent to the microprocessor 30. The microprocessor 30 calculates the weight of the laundry retained in the drum 3 by comparing a weight detected when no laundry is loaded in the drum 3 with a weight detected when the laundry is loaded in the drum. The measurement and calculation of the weight are carried out before the washing process is started, whereby the control operation described with reference to FIG. 23 can more advantageously be performed according to the weight of the laundry.

[0185] That is, the thresholds for the respective rotation speeds to be selected in Steps T13, T16, T23, T26 in FIG. 23 can each be set at different levels depending on the weight of the laundry. Thus, the control operation can be performed for further reduction of the vibrations.

[0186] Table 1 shows one example of the setting of the acceleration threshold levels for rotation speeds of 100 rpm, 300 rpm, 500 rpm and 700 rpm according to the laundry weight.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laundry weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 kg to smaller than 2 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 kg to smaller than 4 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 kg to smaller than 6 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 kg to smaller than 7 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not smaller than 7 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 kg to smaller than 2 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 kg to smaller than 4 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 kg to smaller than 6 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 kg to smaller than 7 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not smaller than 7 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 kg to smaller than 2 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 kg to smaller than 4 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 kg to smaller than 6 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 kg to smaller than 7 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not smaller than 7 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 kg to smaller than 2 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 kg to smaller than 4 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 kg to smaller than 6 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 kg to smaller than 7 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not smaller than 7 kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0187] The drum-type washing machine according to the fourth embodiment may be modified as shown in FIGS. 25 and 26. That is, the water tanks 20 may be provided not only on the rear side of the drum 3 but also on the front side of the drum 3 as shown in FIG. 25.

[0188] Alternatively, the water tanks 20 may be provided on the front side of the drum 3 rather than on the rear side of the drum 3 as shown in FIG. 26.

[0189] In FIGS. 25 and 26, the water tanks 20 provided on the front side are of the type described with reference to FIG. 11 in the second embodiment and, therefore, do not require water supply and discharge.

[0190] In the first to third embodiments described above, the water tanks 20 may be provided on the front side of the drum rather than on the rear side of the drum.

[0191] It should be understood that the present invention is not limited to the embodiments described above, but various modifications may be made within the scope of the present invention as defined by the appended claims.


What is claimed is:

1. A washing machine comprising:
   - a drum which is rotated for washing and dehydrating laundry retained therein;
   - a plurality of liquid chambers provided circumferentially equidistantly about a rotation axis of the drum and rotatable in synchronization with the drum to retain a liquid therein with a centrifugal force;
   - eccentric load detecting means for detecting a magnitude and a position of an eccentric load occurring due to uneven distribution of the laundry in the drum;
   - comparing means for comparing the magnitude of the eccentric load detected by the eccentric load detecting means with a reference value;
   - liquid filling means for filling the liquid substantially evenly in the respective liquid chambers; and
   - liquid discharge controlling means for temporarily reducing a rotation speed of the drum on the basis of the position of the eccentric load detected by the eccentric load detecting means so that the liquid is discharged from a liquid chamber located at or adjacent the position of the eccentric load for reduction of a liquid amount therein.

2. A washing machine as set forth in claim 1, wherein the liquid discharge controlling means temporally reduces the rotation speed of the drum to a level at which a centrifugal force acting on the liquid retained in the liquid chambers is smaller than gravity.

3. A washing machine as set forth in claim 1 or 2, further comprising:
   - liquid supplying means for supplying the liquid into the plurality of liquid chambers in a non-contact manner,
   - wherein the liquid filling means fills the respective liquid chambers substantially evenly with the liquid supplied from the liquid supplying means with the drum being rotated at a predetermined rotation speed.

4. A washing machine as set forth in claim 1 or 2, wherein the plurality of liquid chambers are provided by partitioning a sealed annular container containing the liquid therein so as to permit the liquid retained in the respective liquid chambers to move within the container.

5. A washing machine as set forth in any of claims 1 to 4, wherein the liquid discharge from the liquid chamber by the liquid discharge controlling means, and the comparison of the magnitude of the eccentric load with the reference value by the comparing means are repeated a predetermined number of times.

6. A washing machine as set forth in claim 5, wherein the liquid discharge from the liquid chamber by the liquid discharge controlling means is intermittently effected when the drum assumes a rotational position corresponding to the position of the eccentric load in each turn of the drum, and a duration of the liquid discharge is set longer for a subsequent turn of the drum than for a preceding turn of the drum.

7. A washing machine as set forth in claim 5 or 6, further comprising a display section for displaying an error sign if the magnitude of the eccentric load is greater than the reference value after the liquid discharge from the liquid chamber by the liquid discharge controlling means and the comparison of the magnitude of the eccentric load with the reference value by the comparing means are repeated the predetermined number of times.

8. A washing machine as set forth in any of claims 1 to 7, further comprising:
   - dehydration driving means for changing the rotation speed of the drum to increase a dehydration rotation speed stepwise to a plurality of dehydration rotation speed levels,
   - wherein the comparing means compares the magnitude of the eccentric load with the reference value whenever the dehydration rotation speed is changed.

9. A washing machine as set forth in claim 8, wherein different reference values are defined as the reference value for the respective dehydration rotation speed levels.

10. A washing machine as set forth in claim 8 or 9, wherein the dehydration driving means changes the dehydration rotation speed to four dehydration rotation speed levels including about ½, about ⅓ and about ⅓ of a final dehydration rotation speed, and the final dehydration rotation speed for the stepwise increase of the dehydration rotation speed.

11. A washing machine as set forth in any of claims 1 to 10, further comprising preliminary dehydration driving means for rotating the drum at a preliminary dehydration rotation speed for preliminary dehydration prior to the comparison of the magnitude of the eccentric load with the reference value by the comparing means.

12. A washing machine as set forth in any of claims 1 to 11, further comprising:
   - second comparing means for comparing the magnitude of the eccentric load detected by the eccentric load detecting means with a second reference value; and
   - G-balancing means for temporarily reducing the rotation speed of the drum to a level at which the centrifugal force acting on the laundry is smaller than the gravity from a level at which the centrifugal force acting on the laundry is greater than the gravity at a time point according to the position of the eccentric load detected by the eccentric load detecting means on the basis of a comparison result provided by the second comparing means.

13. A washing machine as set forth in claim 12, wherein the comparison of the magnitude of the eccentric load with the second reference value by the second comparing means precedes the comparison of the magnitude of the eccentric load with the reference value by the comparing means.

14. A washing machine as set forth in claim 12, wherein the comparison of the magnitude of the eccentric load with the second reference value by the second comparing means precedes the preliminary dehydration by the preliminary dehydration driving means.

15. A washing machine as set forth in any of claims 1 to 14, wherein the eccentric load detecting means detects an angular position of the eccentric load exerted on the drum due to the uneven distribution of the laundry on the basis of...
a fluctuation of an acceleration or a weight exerted on a support portion of the drum due to the rotation of the drum.

16. A washing machine as set forth in any of claims 1 to 14, wherein the eccentric load detecting means detects the angular position of the eccentric load exerted on the drum due to the uneven distribution of the laundry on the basis of a fluctuation of a torque current of a motor which rotates the drum.

17. A washing machine as set forth in any of claims 1 to 16, wherein the liquid chambers each have an opening which opens toward a rotation center, and are constructed so that, when the drum is rotated at a rotation speed not lower than a predetermined level, the liquid is retained in the liquid chambers by a centrifugal force generated by the rotation of the drum and, when the rotation speed of the drum is lower than the predetermined level, the liquid is spilled down from the liquid chambers in accordance with a change in rotational phase of the drum.

18. A washing machine as set forth in claim 17, wherein the liquid chambers are provided by equidistantly partitioning the annular container along a direction of the rotation by a plurality of partition plates.

19. A washing machine as set forth in claim 17 or 18, wherein the plurality of liquid chambers are each provided with a separation plate covering about ½ to about ¾ of the opening, and the separation plate covers a forward portion of the opening with respect to the direction of the rotation of the liquid chambers which rotate together with the drum.

20. A washing machine as set forth in claim 19, wherein the separation plate is inclined downward toward an edge thereof which faces the opening to guide the liquid into the liquid chamber through the opening.

21. A washing machine as set forth in any of claims 17 to 20, wherein a liquid supply port for supplying the liquid into the liquid chamber is provided below the rotation axis of the drum.

22. A washing machine as set forth in any of claims 17 to 21, wherein the liquid chambers are provided on a rear side of the drum.

23. A washing machine as set forth in any of claims 17 to 21, wherein the liquid chambers are provided on a front side of the drum.

24. A washing machine as set forth in claim 22 or 23, wherein the liquid chambers are arranged with bottoms thereof being offset from the inner circumferential surface of the drum toward the center of the drum.

25. A washing machine as set forth in any of claims 1 to 24, wherein the rotation axis about which the drum is rotated is inclined at an angle of not greater than 30 degrees with respect to a horizontal line.

26. A washing machine as set forth in claim 25, wherein the drum has a closed back and a front opening for loading therein and unloading therefrom of the laundry, and the rotation axis is inclined so that the front opening of the drum is directed diagonally upward.

27. A control method for a drum-type washing machine having a drum which is rotated for washing and dehydrating laundry retained therein, and a plurality of liquid chambers provided circumferentially equidistantly about a rotation axis of the drum and rotatable in synchronism with the drum, the liquid chambers each having an opening which opens toward a rotation center and being constructed so that, when the drum is rotated at a rotation speed not lower than a predetermined level, a liquid is retained in the liquid chambers by a centrifugal force generated by the rotation of the drum and, when the rotation speed of the drum is lower than the predetermined level, the liquid is spilled down from the liquid chambers in accordance with a change in rotational phase of the drum, the drum-type washing machine control method comprising the steps of:

- performing a liquid filling operation to fill the liquid in the respective liquid chambers while rotating the drum at a rotation speed not lower than the predetermined level;
- performing a liquid discharging operation to spill the liquid selectively from the liquid chambers so as to cancel an eccentric load occurring due to uneven distribution of the laundry retained in the drum by reducing the rotation speed of the drum to lower than the predetermined level at a predetermined time point for a short time.

28. A drum-type washing machine control method as set forth in claim 27, further comprising the step of:

- performing a comparing operation to compare a magnitude of the eccentric load exerted on the drum when the drum is rotated at a predetermined rotation speed with a predetermined reference value,

 wherein the liquid discharging step is performed on the basis of a result provided in the comparing step.

29. A drum-type washing machine control method as set forth in claim 27 or 28, wherein the liquid discharging step and the comparing step are repeated a predetermined number of times.

30. A drum-type washing machine control method as set forth in claim 29, wherein a duration of the liquid discharging step is set longer for a subsequent turn of the drum than for a precedent turn of the drum.

31. A drum-type washing machine control method as set forth in any of claims 27 to 30, wherein the rotation speed of the drum is increased stepwise to a plurality of dehydration rotation speed levels, and the comparing step is performed for each of the dehydration rotation speed levels.

32. A drum-type washing machine control method as set forth in any of claims 27 to 31, further comprising the step of performing a preliminary dehydration operation by rotating the drum at a preliminary dehydration rotation speed prior to the comparing step.

33. A drum-type washing machine control method as set forth in any of claims 27 to 32, further comprising the steps of:

- performing a second comparing operation to compare the magnitude of the eccentric load exerted on the drum when the drum is rotated at the predetermined rotation speed with a second reference value; and
- performing a speed reducing operation to temporarily reduce the rotation speed of the drum to a level at which the centrifugal force acting on the laundry is smaller than gravity from a level at which the centrifugal force acting on the laundry is greater than the gravity at a time point according to a position of the eccentric load on the basis of a result provided in the second comparing step.